generated by their PV systems. This net metered solar power from rooftop PV's also helps the utility uncertainty in government incentives or homeowners' association regulations -from the option to use the grid, but may not be paying their "fair" share depending on their energy Community solar, also called "shared solar," is defined by the U.S. Department of Energy's National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) as "a solar benefit to multiple community members" of electricity does not occur at the customer's home or business site. Instead, a customer expansion policy depend on the consumers' companies, ISOs, and RTOs) and serving as a tool to support utility companies' expansion planning discrepancy between consumers' opinions measured by market surveys and their actual participation in the the effects of energy consumers' heterogeneous behaviors, boundedly rational decision processes, and
Texas, and the model has been used to test the effects of various rebate programs on the energy consumers'
developed an ABM to demonstrate the value of incorporating consumer behaviors into utility companies'
AGENTBASED MODEL
adoption on a utility company's revenue. The model is also used to evaluate different strategies that the -to the consumer agents' behaviors. The 302 consumer agents comprise a single community in the service -t's strategy is driven by the consumer agents' decisions. Each consumer agent assesses company's chosen strategy, which is influenced by its lost revenue due to rooftop PV adoption.
assumed that a consumer agent's decision to adopt rooftop PV or community solar is driven by amount of time required for the consumer's initial investment in installing rooftop PV to be recover -consumers' decisions to adopt solar energy -behavior of the agents yields emergent properties. Consumer agents' decisions to adopt a renewable energy model will influence other consumer agents' decisions due to the corrective actions, which in turn affects the consumer agents' decisions in future time loop between the consumer agents and the utility agent's behavior yields an emergent system -Each consumer agent's objective is to meet its energy needs by buying directly from the constrained by the agent's financial position (i.e., its ability to invest). The objective of the utility company 
